Town of Danville
Office of Selectboard
PO Box 183 - 36 Route 2 West
Danville, VT 05828
Tel: 802-684-3426
Fax: 802-684-9606

Dear business owner,
COVID-19 and its variants have forced businesses to come up with new ways to keep their
patrons and employees safe from the virus. Although guidelines change frequently, there are
some suggested precautions that have proven effective and are strongly suggested by the Center
for Disease Control (CDC) and the Vermont Department of Health. In an effort to ease the
burden and help our local businesses sort through some of the information, the Danville
Selectboard is sending out the enclosed posters.
It is our hope that these signs will offer some guidance to the community in how to keep each
other safe from this highly contagious variant. They are not required to be displayed; rather, our
intention is to provide businesses with COVID-19 factual, educational, information to share with
the community.
The State Legislature has made it the responsibility of Town Selectboards to decide whether to
implement a mask mandate. At the December 2nd meeting of the Danville Selectboard the board
voted unanimously to have a Town wide mask mandate. Copies of the rule are attached. If you
have questions or would like to request additional printed copies of the enclosed materials,
please contact the Assistant to Selectboard, Audrey DeProspero at 684-3426 or email her at
adeprospero@danvillevt.gov. Concerns can be brought to the Selectboard’s attention and
addressed at their upcoming meeting(s). Members of the Selectboard are always available for
comment and their contact information can be found online at www.danvillevt.gov or by calling
the phone number above.
It is our hope that this mandate will help to keep the citizens of Danville safe as well as move us
closer to the end of the pandemic.
Thank you for your consideration and for all that you are doing to help keep our neighbors safe.
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